# Introduction to the Indigenous Navigator framework and tools - Generic Course Plan

## Module 1: Introduction
- What we monitor
- Long process of discussing monitoring of UNDRIP internationally – Navigator conceived in response to this. Now recommended by UNPFII
- Quick intro to questionnaires
- Why monitor

## Module 2: Overview of tools and resources
- Quick presentation of all tools
- Questionnaires rooted in thorough analysis
- Full transparency into technical approach / analytical foundations – but Q can also be used without worrying about technicalities

## Module 3: Monitoring UNDRIP
- A holistic approach to monitoring IP rights and development – the 13 domains
- Overarching principles of non-discrimination and self-determination
- Collective and individual rights, incl. gender equality
- UNDRIP is a reflection of universal human rights
- The mirror effect – comparative matrix
- Treaty bodies’ contribution to monitoring IP rights
- Exercises

## Module 4: Monitoring the WCIP
- WCIP 2014 – stock-taking of implementation of IP rights
- Specific commitments by states to respect, promote and advance IP rights – expressed in outcome doc
- WCIP indicators built into the Navigator

## Module 5: SDGs and Human Rights
- 2030 agenda firmly anchored in HuRi
- Open process – IPs one of 9 Major Groups
- Leave no-one behind – commitment to non-discrimination
- Commitment to HRBA in implementation, follow-up and review
- Commitment to use multiple data sources for monitoring – Navigator can feed directly into this (citizen-generated data)
- IP engagement in national processes (data/SDG-UNDRIP)

## Module 6: Monitoring the SDGs
- SDGs and IPs (IPs typically ‘left behind’ – data is key)
- Navigator data’s relevance and use for SDG monitoring
- General relevance of Navigator-generated data
- Integration of SDG indicators into Navigator framework

## Module 7: Intro to questionnaires – C & N
- Simple and user-friendly – and part of a comprehensive and coherent framework, systematic and stringent in design
- Every question reflect particular UNDRIP articles – and some also SDG and WCIP indicators
- Attributes - indicators
- From indicators to questionnaire
- Complementarity between national and community questionnaires: Legislation, policies and programmes in nat Q – implementation of UNDRIP on the ground in Comm Q

## Module 8: Technical intro to indicators (optional)
- Structuring UNDRIP into thematic domains
- Categorization of UNDRIP articles
- Defining key attributes
- Choosing the right indicators

## Module 9: IP Index values
- Graphic illustration of data – strong communication value
- Allows comparison of data – community/national – between countries – from time to time in the same place...
- Tech. explanation of calculation
- Exercises

## Module 10: Methodology for use of National Questionnaire
- Measures states recognition of IP Rights – structure and process indicators
- Desk research
- Use of guidance material
- Ex.of where to find relevant information
- Exercises

## Module 11: Methodology for use of Community Questionnaire
- Preparing
- Generating collective responses
- Ensuring accuracy - using guidance to understand the questions, and communicate them clearly
- Technical intro to online Q and its use
- Exercises

## Module 12: Validity, ‘storage’ and use of data
- Robustness of design
- Transparency
- Reliability, credibility and acceptability of data built into data collection process